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Since the review in January 2016, Abalinx has attracted two 

million visitors to the website. Abalinx was created in 2004 

and its acronym stands for Adamis Barwick and Associates 

Links (linx).  

Originally starting of as a Training Website in 2004, it quickly developed into an information and 

mentoring site for likeminded individuals. Reviewed and redeveloped in January 2016, the site 

has attracted in excess of two million visitors.  It is a personal website managed by friends whose 

interests lie in enhancing the quality of life by using mentoring processes and practices.   Abalinx 

and Associates is a not for profit organisation that meets periodically as required. Mentoring, 

networking and sharing of knowledge are some of the tools used to enhance the quality of life 

amongst its members. Other concepts, distribution and social media methodologies are shown 

below:  

Facebook. On Facebook it has a small following of some 2836 members. It is a closed group 

where new members are periodically selected and added. 

Academia. Academia is a website for documents of interest to mankind and a depository for 

historical and new articles. A website that is free to all who wish to contribute. Academia involves 

a network of professionals across the online world sharing knowledge and information.  

LinkedIn. On LinkedIn, professionals and non-professionals share knowledge and 

experiences. This is a fast growing network that is now attracting far more members interested 

in using it for a personal and professional reasons.  New members are welcome and it appears 

that networking amongst other matters is its aims and objectives. Abalinx LinkedIn Networks has 

in excesses of 674 members with access to millions of other likeminded members from across 

the global network. 

Instagram. Instagram is used as a distribution and for social media impact regarding articles 

of interest. Instagram may be found almost anywhere in the world and is used extensively by all 

members of society.  

Twitter.  Twitter follows the same path as Instagram and methodologies regarding 

distribution and social media impact. Twitter has grown enormously over the years and has 

jumped in leaps and bounds since Donald trump, the President of the United States began to 

use its concepts and platform since coming to office.  

Hellenic. There are articles relating to Hellenic sources, with their main focus on matters 

directly relating to Western/Hellenic culture. This also includes an external link to the village 

called Pellana, which is located in Lakonia, Greece.  

Military. Articles regarding the Australian Defence Force and personalities are recorded as 

a depository for those who have served and/or continue to serve.  This is the author’s tribute to 

the men and women who served together, contributing to the Australian way of life. One hopes 

that the articles will be downloaded and maintained by others wishing to maintain the stories and 

yarns of a bygone era.  
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Political. Political articles on the Australian landscape and its effects on Australian society. 

Many are based on the author’s personal experience.  

Community. All aspects of Australian, Hellenic and other cultures are mentioned with emphasis 

on Australian society. 

Subscription. Subscribers receive an email on each new article that is published. 

Members may opt to unsubscribe as they wish.  

External Links. ABC, Andrew Bolt, AEC, Guardian, Ross Eastgate, SBS, The Drum, and 

VEC, Many of these external links are for points of view and public interest. Admittedly they may 

appear to be conservative, controversial in nature and content.  

About Abalinx.  The about section is a comprehensive page that displays the 

positives, negatives, do’s and don’ts regarding the use of Abalinx.  

Articles. This section of articles is the primary depository and location of all articles 

regarding Abalinx, covering all of the above subject matter. Articles may be downloaded as 

required.  

Webmaster/Author. The author and webmaster is Peter Adamis. Details as displayed below: 

 
Peter Adamis is a Journalist/Social Media Commentator and writer. He is a retired Australian military 

serviceman and an Industry organisational & Occupational (OHS) & Training Consultant whose interests 

are within the parameters of domestic and international political spectrum.  He is an avid blogger and 

contributes to domestic and international community news media outlets as well as to local and Ethnic 

News.  He holds a Bachelor   of Adult Learning & Development (Monash), Grad Dip Occupational Health 

& Safety, (Monash), Dip. Training & Assessment, Dip Public Administration, and Dip Frontline Management. 

Website: abalinx.com Contact via Email: abalinx@gmail.com or via Mobile: 0481 342 791 
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